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Whats the annual value of trees?
$500 million per megacity study says
• A recent study published in the online journal Ecological
Modelling reported that in 10 megacities they studied, treebased ecosystem benefits had a median annual value of $505
million.

• In the megacities that are home to nearly 10 percent of the
world's 7.5 billion people, trees provide each city with more
than $500 million each year in services that make urban
environments cleaner, more affordable and more pleasant
places to live.
• In a recent study published in the online journal Ecological
Modelling, an international team of researchers reported that
in the 10 megacities they studied, tree-based ecosystem
benefits had a median annual value of $505 million, which is
equivalent to $1.2 million per square kilometer of trees. From
another perspective, the value was $35 per capita for the
average megacity resident.

• The study's lead author, Dr. Theodore Endreny of the College
of Environmental Science and Forestry (ESF) in Syracuse, New
York, said the value of trees' services could easily be doubled
by simply planting more of them
• "Megacities can increase these benefits on average by 85
percent," Endreny said. "If trees were to be established
throughout their potential cover area, they would serve to
filter air and water pollutants and reduce building energy use,
and improve human well-being while providing habitat and
resources for other species in the urban area."

• The study estimated existing and potential tree cover, and its
contribution to ecosystem services in 10 megacity
metropolitan areas across five continents and biomes (a
large, natural community of plants and animals that
occupies a major habitat). The cities were Beijing, China;
Buenos Aires, Argentina; Cairo, Egypt; Istanbul, Turkey;
London, Great Britain; Los Angeles, United States; Mexico
City, Mexico; Moscow, Russia; Mumbai, India; and Tokyo,
Japan.
• Urban trees perform services most people are unaware of,
including removal of airborne particulate matter dangerous
to human respiration by capture on leaves; energy savings in
the form of cooling and insulation from both summer
sunlight and winter winds; and carbon sequestration, which
occurs when trees absorb and store carbon dioxide as they
mitigate climate change

Startups & Projects That Are Helping
The Country Go Green
• Indian entrepreneurs are looking to disrupt everything right
from the way we shop, to how we order food, to how we get
a leaking tap fixed. However, along with excessive
consumption, come problems of waste, pollution and
environmental damage.
• But fortunately, there are startups that are looking to
mitigate these environmental hazards. In India, where
corruption and public apathy usually put environmental
causes in the background, it’s heartening to see private
players coming out and focusing on this sector. We bring you
5 such entrepreneurs and activists who have started
ventures towards sustainable development focusing on
waste management, alternative sources of energy and
awareness platforms.
1. Waste Ventures – Waste management
Waste Ventures India averts up to 90% of waste from dumpsites
and produces nutrient-rich organic compost. They sign multiyear contracts with local municipalities and employ waste
pickers at their processing units to segregate waste. The Delhibased start-up, launched in 2011, has 44 projects lined up this
year. Two of these have been kick-started in Andhra Pradesh
villages.
2. EnCashea – Collecting waste in exchange of cash
Bengaluru-based Encashea collects scrap waste for cash in
select areas of the city. They pay you for segregating your
recyclable scrap properly, lowering its environmental impact.
Encashea has an Android app that makes it easy for users to
request for a pickup. EnCashea has the prices for trash listed on
the website. While books can go for up to Rs. 6 per kg, e-waste
can be sold for upto Rs. 10/kg

3. Priti International – Ecommerce for products made out of
waste

Hritesh Lohiya literally found his fortune in a trashcan. His
startup Priti International recycles industrial and consumer
waste into useful products. This $10million firm designs and
manufactures handmade products out of waste materials, like
handbags from old gunny bags, cast off military tents and
denim pants. They also produce furniture from waste tins,
drums, old military jeeps, tractor parts, waste machine parts
and lamps from old scooter and bike lights.
4. Feeding India – Taking leftover food to the poor
Feeding India is a social enterprise that tackles two rampant
and interconnected problems in India, that of food wastage
and hunger. This is done by helping the needy get access to
excess cooked food from restaurants and caterers.

5.
HelpUsGreen
–
Recycling
waste
flower
Kanpur-based HelpUsGreen makes “flower cycled” natural
and certified organic products from flowers. They collect
flower waste from places of worship and even the Ganges
river and repurpose it into vermicompost, luxury incense
and bathing bars through proprietary methods.
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